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Abstract
Assessing the correctness of extracted data requires performance evaluation, which is accomplished by calculating quality metrics. The
evaluation process must cope with the challenges posed by information extraction and natural language processing. In the previous work
most of the existing methodologies have been shown that they support only traditional scoring metrics. Our research work addresses
requirements, which arose during the development of three productive rule-based information extraction systems. The main contribution is
twofold: First, we developed a proposal for an evaluation methodology that provides the flexibility and effectiveness needed for
comprehensive performance measurement. The proposal extends state-of-the-art scoring metrics by measuring string and semantic
similarities and by parameterization of metric scoring, and thus simulating with human judgment. Second, we implemented an IE
evaluation tool named EVALIEX, which integrates these measurement concepts and provides an efficient user interface that supports
evaluation control and the visualization of IE results. To guarantee domain independence, the tool additionally provides a Generic Mapper
for XML Instances (GeMap) that maps domain-dependent XML files containing IE results to generic ones. Compared to other tools, it
provides more flexible testing and better visualization of extraction results for the comparison of different (versions of) information
extraction systems.
Keywords: Information Extraction Evaluation, Evaluation Methodology, Performance Measures

1.

Introduction

A vast amount of online information appears in collections
of unstructured text, which is the predominant medium for
information exchange among people. The volume of
available text resources requires techniques such as
information extraction (IE) as a prerequisite for efficient
location, retrieval, and management of relevant information.
IE is commonly defined as extracting structured data from
unstructured data as provided, for instance, in textual
documents (Appelt & Israel, 1999; Cunningham, 1997). The
facts to be extracted are also called information extraction
templates. Each template usually consists of several slots in
the form of attribute-value pairs.
Assessing the correctness of extracted data requires
evaluating the performance of an IE system, which is
accomplished by calculating quality metrics.
IE performance evaluation has a long history; most of the IE
evaluation methodology was developed in the course of the
Message Understanding Conference (MUC ’87-’97) 1
(Chinor & Dungca, 1995; Douthat, 1998). The main
contributions of MUC were, on the one hand, adapting the
concepts of precision and recall (borrowed from
information retrieval (IR)) to score filled templates and, on
the other hand, providing a fully automated scoring software
to measure IE performance. For a given test corpus,
1

http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/related_projects/muc/index.html, last
visit: March, 5th 2012

algorithms align templates that were filled automatically by
the IE system, so-called hypotheses, with manually filled
templates that establish the correct results or references. The
corresponding slots are then classified as either correct,
partially correct or incorrect.
Developing a knowledge-based or an automatically
trainable IE system is time- and labor-intensive. The former
requires extraction rules to be adapted continually, and the
latter requires the features and parameters of learning
methods to be selected and tested carefully. The challenge
in this iterative engineering process is that extraction rules
must be (i) sufficiently generic to extract the full extent of
available information and (ii) sufficiently specific to extract
relevant information according to a given specification.
Therefore, continuous evaluation is indispensable. Even
though MUC came up with the basic methodology and
metrics of IE evaluation, the field still lacks standard
datasets, evaluation procedures, and appropriate measures
(Lavelli et al., 2008) which consider, for instance, certain
peculiarities of natural language, such as semantic
similarities. In summary, there are numerous open research
questions, including: How to evaluate the occurrence of
various values for one slot? How to evaluate the similarity
between reference and hypothesis beyond the correct/
partially correct/incorrect classification? How to select the
best value with which to populate any given slot? How to
evaluate complex (and accordingly nested) templates?
Existing IE evaluation tools lack transparency and flexibility
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in scoring and provide insufficient support in performing the
evaluation.
The main contribution of our research work is twofold: (i)
Based on longtime research and practical experience in IE,
we identified concepts missing in traditional measures and
devised an extended evaluation methodology that provides
the flexibility and effectiveness needed for comprehensive
performance measurement. (ii) We implemented an IE
evaluation tool named EVALIEX, which integrates these
measurement concepts and provides an efficient user
interface that supports evaluation control and the
visualization of IE results. To guarantee domain
independence, the tool additionally provides a Generic
Mapper for XML Instances (GeMap) (Linsmayr, 2010) that
maps domain-dependent XML files containing IE results to
generic ones.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section
2 presents the traditional approach to evaluating IE,
evaluation metrics applied, and selected state-of-the-art
evaluation tools. Section 3 describes the evaluation
methodology in detail and its integration in EVALIEX.
Section 4 discusses the validation of the IE evaluation
methodology. Additionally, the applicability of EVALIEX
is shown in three scenarios taken from IE applications in the
areas of eRecruitment (JobOlize), eTourism (TourIE) and
eManufacturing (Marlies) (Pröll et al., 2009). Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper with a critical reflection in
terms of lessons learned and different aspects of future
work.

2.

State-of-the-Art Evaluation Measures &
Methodologies

The focus of our research work is the evaluation of IE
system performance (also termed IE assessment) (Cole et al.,
2004), which enables the comparison of two (or more)
alternative implementations, such as alternative IE systems
or different versions of one IE system that are produced
during system development or maintenance.

C
C
=
N C+S+D

(2)
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,0 ≤ α ≤ 1
(1 − α )P + αR

(3)

€ E corresponds to the F-measure (cf. 4).
The error measure
S + (1 − α )D + αI
(4)
,0 ≤ α ≤ 1
E =1− F =
€

C + S + (1 − α )D + αI

Also of interest is the accuracy of a system, which is
expressed by the error rate ERR (cf. 5). The primary
€ of the F-measure is that it implicitly discounts the
limitation
overall error rate, which makes a system appear to perform
better than it actually does. In other words, no matter what
weight is chosen for α (for combining P and R), the
subtraction of weight from D and I relative to S is
guaranteed. ERR removes the subtraction of weight from D
and I by simply removing the α weights in (4) (Chinor &
Dungca, 1995) (Makhoul et al., 1999).
S + D+ I
(5)
ERR =
C + S + D+ I

The Slot Error Rate (SER, cf. 6) is the ratio of the total
number of slot errors divided by the total number of slots in
€ is fixed for a given test. The insertion
the reference, which
errors I are removed from the denominator in (5).
SER =

S + D+ I S + D+ I
=
C+S+D
N

(6)

The limitations of these performance measures are discussed
in a number of research papers (De Sitter & Daelemans,
2003; Kim€& Woodland, 2003; Makhoul et al., 1999).
Furthermore, they do not consider natural language
peculiarities (e.g., string similarity and semantic similarities,
such as synonyms) and information extraction aspects (e.g.,
boundaries of extracted templates, nested templates).
Therefore, the parameterization of these measures must be
revised. Current evaluation tools implement only the “core”
information extraction performance measures – recall,
precision, and F-measure.

2.2 Evaluation Tools

2.1 Performance Measures
Established criteria for performance evaluation are precision
(P), (i.e., the number of slots filled correctly (C) divided by
the number of fills attempted (M)) and recall (R) (i.e., the
number of slots filled correctly divided by the number of
possible correct fills (N) according to manual extraction).
Precision (cf. 1) deals with substitution (S) and insertion (I)
errors, while recall (cf. 2) deals with substitution and
deletion (D) errors. The F-measure (F) considers all three
types of errors and is defined as the weighted harmonic
mean of precision and recall (cf. 3).
C
C
(1)
P= =
M

R=

Below we discuss three widely used IE evaluation tools.
While GATE and Ellagon represent text-engineering
frameworks, which include a proprietary evaluation tool,
ANNALIST constitutes an independent evaluation tool.
GATE 2 (General Architecture for Text Engineering)
(Cunningham et al., 2010) provides a GNU-licensed open
source software and offers an infrastructure for developing
and deploying software components that process human
language. A core plug-in of GATE termed Annotation Diff
tool provides the measurement, evaluation, and
benchmarking of IE systems. The Annotation Diff tool

C+S+I

2

€
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http://www.gate.ac.uk, last visit: March 5th 2012

compares two annotation sets within a document – one
annotated by the system (hypothesis) and one annotated by
hand (reference). Precision, recall, and F-measure are
computed for each annotation type. All measures can be
calculated according to three different criteria - strict,
lenient, and average.
 Strict measure considers all partially correct responses
to be incorrect.
 Lenient measure considers all partially correct
responses to be correct.
 Average measure assigns half weight to partially
correct responses (i.e., takes the average of strict and
lenient).
After performing the comparison, the results are visualized
in the Annotation Diff window. Additionally, GATE offers a
Corpus Quality Assurance (QA) tool, which enables
comparison of several documents (corpus) and annotation
types. Like the Corpus QA tool, the corpus benchmark tool
permits evaluation across a whole corpus. Unlike Corpus
QA, it achieves this by using matched corpora and not by
comparing annotation sets within a corpus. It supports
tracking of the system performance over time.
Ellagon (Petasis et al., 2002) is a multi-lingual,
cross-platform, general-purpose text-engineering environment. Ellagon provides a generic framework in which
external components can be embedded; it provides the
infrastructure for:
 Managing, storing, and exchanging textual data.
 Creating, embedding, and managing linguistic
processing components; facilitating communication
between different linguistic components by defining an
API.
 Visualizing and comparing textual data.
The Collection Comparison Tool of Ellagon evaluates the
divergence of two corpora, their annotations, and attributes.
In addition, the measurement tool calculates precision, recall,
and F-measure. Detailed information about the evaluation
can be gathered from Ellagon’s log tool.
ANNALIST (Annotation Alignment and Scoring Tool)
(Demetriou et al., 2008) is an evaluation system that is
easily extensible and configurable for different domains,
annotation tasks, and input formats for both system
developers and system users. ANNALIST offers a variety of
options that allow it to be used as a “black box” system via
the input of annotations in XML format. ANNALIST
provides an Alignment Module, which is accessed to provide
mappings between key and response annotations. The
Scoring Module takes input from the Alignment Module and
produces scores according to the metrics chosen for
evaluation, i.e., precision, recall, and F-measure. Finally,
this data is passed to, and formatted by, the Output Module.
During the pairing and alignment of annotations, an
annotation can be classified as correct, partially correct,
incorrect, missing, or spurious. ANNALIST’s matching

criteria for entities include options for strict matching or
inclusiveness, which allows for partial (substring) matching.
ANNALIST produces two kinds of report: a scores report
providing the scores of both individual documents and the
collection as a whole and an alignment report providing
alignment and scoring details of all annotations during the
evaluation.
All tools mentioned are useful not only for providing a final
performance measure, but also for aiding system
development by tracking progress and evaluating the impact
of changes as they are made. A summary of each system
(GATE, Ellagon, and ANNALIST) and a comparison to
EVALIEX are presented in Section 4.
The main reason that led to the development of a proposal
for a new evaluation methodology and the tool EVALIEX
was the inadequacy of existing tools in fulfilling particular
requirements for the evaluation of information extraction.
These include, for instance, determining the significance
and the weights of slots, setting a positive or negative
scoring of an error, measuring string similarity, and taking
synonyms and possible multiple fillers for a single slot into
account. EVALIEX satisfies these requirements, as shown
in Section 4.

3.

Evaluation Methodology for EVALIEX

Existing IE evaluation approaches are unsatisfactory and
cannot meet the mentioned challenges. IE system
developers and users require an efficient, accurate,
domain-independent, and user-friendly evaluation tool.

3.1 Requirements for an Evaluation Methodology
Based on the considerations stated, the following
requirements for an extended IE evaluation methodology
were identified:
Standardized schema. A standardized evaluation
methodology requires a standardized format for extracted
information and a common approach to scoring the
differences between hypothesis and reference templates
(Lavelli et al., 2004). These requirements lead to the need
for (i) a standardized format for the reference and
hypothesis templates (an XML schema termed EVALIEX
schema), (ii) an import function, and (iii) a mapping of
reference and hypothesis templates to the standardized
EVALIEX schema. The EVALIEX schema enables import
of data in heterogeneous description languages by using a
preprocessing parser offered by GeMap. Furthermore, it can
handle nested templates.
Evaluation process transparency. Existing evaluation
tools conceal their scoring process. Thus, to provide greater
transparency, a visualization of various error types is
proposed. It focuses primarily on the examination of
missing slots (deletion D). In addition, the tool should
enable its users to parameterize the performance metrics.
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For flexible and effective scoring, the ability to set the
following parameter options is necessary:
1. Significance of slots (necessary or optional)
2. Weighting of slots wSlot (0..1)
3. Scoring of error (positive or negative, e.g., useful and
correct additional insertions should be evaluated as
positive)
4. Weighting of F-measure (α)
5. Specifying the boundaries of information extraction
templates.
6. Selecting the approach to extracting slot fillers (see
below).
Multiple possible fillers for a single slot can influence the
performance. Lavelli et al. (Lavelli et al., 2004, 2008)
identified three different filler variants – OAS, OAOD, and
OADS.
Using the first variant, One Answer per Slot (OAS), means
that the names “JKU Linz” and “Johannes Kepler
University Linz” are considered to be one correct answer.
The second filler variant, One Answer per Occurrence in the
Document (OAOD), establishes that each individual
appearance of a string must be extracted from the document,
and each occurrence of “JKU Linz” would be counted
separately. The third variant One Answer per Different
String (OADS) means that two separate occurrences of
“JKU Linz” are considered to be one answer, but “Johannes
Kepler University Linz” is yet another one.
Support in reference template construction. The
construction of manually coded reference templates is a
time-consuming process. Therefore, users need support in
constructing these templates in the corresponding common
EVALIEX schema. The reference construction requires
displaying the original website or document, in which the
user defines the reference templates, their attributes, and
values.

When there are multiple fillers for a slot, the selected
approach (OAS, OAOD, OADS) is considered. Error
computation and the subsequent performance measurement
result from the hypothesis/reference mapping at each
hierarchical level (template, slot, and value levels).
3.2.2 Calculating the Scoring Metrics
EVALIEX allows flexible parameterization of performance
measures. As mentioned in the requirements for evaluation
methodologies, users and developers of an evaluation
system need an error weighting for the error’s positive or
negative scoring. Therefore, the existing performance
measures – precision, recall, F-measure, error measure, error
rate, and slot error rate – must be adapted. The definitions of
the performance measures described in Section 2 were
modified by multiplying each type of error with an
individual weight (wI, wD, and wS).
For a positive or negative scoring of the error type, the
following approach was implemented:
 Positive Scoring is equivalent to subtracting weight
from the error type. In EVALIEX it is realized by a
negative parameter (negative floating point number).
 Negative Scoring is equivalent to adding weight to the
error type. EVALIEX requires a positive floating point
number as a parameter (> 1).
 Without Scoring; in this case the error type is not
weighted in the performance measures (parameter = 1).
With regard to the flexibility of parameterization, the
performance measures are adapted (cf. 7-10) as follows:
P=

Cg
C+S+I

(7)

R=

Cg
C+S+D

(8)

€
Sg * w S + Dg * w D + Ig * w I
ERR =
C + S + D+ I
€

3.2 Design Issues of the Evaluation Methodology
underlying EVALIEX

SER =
€

Sg * w S + Dg * w D + Ig * w I
C+S+D

(9)
(10)

The comparison and scoring of extracted information
templates (hypotheses) offered by an IE system are based on
three main steps: (i) correct mapping of a hypothesis to its
reference template, (ii) identification of error type (insertion,
deletion, substitution) and calculation of performance
metrics, and (iii) adaptation of performance metrics by
user-defined parameters (string and semantic similarities).

The F-measure requires the parameter α; its most commonly
used value is α = 0.5.
The €
different error types (wI, wD, wS) and the template slots
(wSlot) are weighted in the enumerators to ensure a constant
denominator for the metric scoring. The individual error
types Cg, Sg, Dg, and Ig are weighted sums in the hypothesis
templates.

3.2.1 Mapping Hypothesis to Reference Templates
For the correct mapping of a hypothesis template to its
reference template, an adapted version of the General
Greedy Mapping Algorithm (Douthat, 1999) is used. This
algorithm must be extended in the following ways: First, it
must consider nested templates and multiple slot values.
Second, it must take the significance of slots into account.

3.2.3 Semantic Similarity and String Similarity
Final considerations are the semantic and string similarities
between the reference and hypothesis templates. There are
many ways to provide a more effective and flexible
mapping of the templates, for instance, by incorporating
algorithms that measure string similarity (Jaccard algorithm
(Camacho & Salhi, 2006; Cohen et al., 2003), Levenshtein
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algorithm3) or by using thesauri to determine homonyms
and synonyms.
Semantic Similarity Score. EVALIEX provides the
possibility to define lists of synonyms for each string in the
reference template. In the mapping process the system
checks whether there is a corresponding list entry and
returns a correct annotation of the hypothesis template slot.
String Similarity Score. EVALIEX provides a parameter
to determine the template boundaries, which influences the
mapping rules, and in addition it calculates the
Jaccard-coefficient to measure string similarity. DeSitter et
al. (De Sitter et al., 2003, 2004) and Freitag (Freitag, 1998)
described rules for determining the correctness of an
extracted template, which is crucial in computing the scores.
There are three different approaches for defining flexible
template boundaries: exact, contains and overlap.
The exact rule says that the hypothesis is correct when it is
identical to the reference. The contain rule establishes that
the hypothesis is correct when it contains the reference and
up to e additional neighboring tokens. The overlap rule says
that a hypothesis template is correct when it contains any
part of a correct instance and some extra (e..extra,
m..missing) neighboring tokens. In the following cases, the
overlap rule classifies a hypothesis template as correct:
 String of the hypothesis contains the reference string
plus e neighboring tokens.
 Reference contains hypothesis, and the hypothesis
misses a maximum of m neighboring tokens.
 The right part of the hypothesis and the left part of the
reference overlap, and the hypothesis misses a
maximum of m neighboring tokens at the right
boundary and has a maximum of e additional
neighboring tokens at the left boundary.
 The left boundary of the hypothesis overlaps with the
right boundary of the reference, and the hypothesis
misses a maximum of m neighboring tokens on the left
side and has a maximum of e additional neighboring
tokens on the right side.
Combining mapping rules and calculating the
Jaccard-coefficient results in a more precise string similarity
measure. Additionally, the parameters e (extra token), m
(missing token), and the setting that defines whether m and e
correspond to one or more tokens or several characters
provide maximum flexibility and efficiency in the
evaluation of string similarity.
Measuring the similarity of numeric values (e.g., the level of
a job skill) is application-oriented. In EVALIEX the
difference between the numeric values is calculated
according to
ValueRe ference Value Hypothesis
(11)
−
1−
100

3

100

€
http://www.levenshtein.net/,
last visited: March, 5th 2012

3.3 Implementation Details of EVALIEX
The system architecture of EVALIEX is illustrated in Figure
1. Input is provided in the form of two XML documents; (i)
the hypothesis and (ii) the corresponding schema.
Subsequently, GeMap (1) produces the mapping of the
hypothesis and the standardized EVALIEX schema to
provide a hypothesis XML schema that can be read and
processed by EVALIEX. After data input and before scoring,
an XML document for the reference data (2) must be
created (usually by a domain expert). In the graphical user
interface of EVALIEX the filler variant (OAS, OAOD,
OADS), the mapping rule (exact, contains, overlap), its
parameters m and e, and a list of synonyms can be specified.
In the evaluation module (3), the scoring of metrics is
influenced by (i) individual slot weighting, (ii) the
parameter(s) of the metrics, and (iii) the selected similarity
measure. Each option is available in the evaluation table of
the EVALIEX GUI. The data is finally passed to and
formatted by the results module (4), which is used for
presenting the results.

Figure 1: System Architecture of EVALIEX

4.

Evaluation of EVALIEX

EVALIEX was used to evaluate the following three IE
applications, which address different domains and IE tasks:
JobOlize4 deals with the extraction of job offers from Web
pages, TourIE 5 addresses the extraction of relevant data
from heterogeneously designed accommodation Web sites
in the tourism domain, and Marlies6 aims to extract the
machines and production techniques as they are advertised
on manufacturers’ Web sites.
In the first part of this section, we highlight some of the
differences in the scores produced by the EVALIEX
evaluation methodology. The second part of the section
provides a comparison of EVALIEX with the evaluation
tools described in Section 2.

4

www.faw.jku.at/index.php?id=55&PROJECT_ID=32&no_cache=1

5

www.faw.jku.at/index.php?id=55&PROJECT_ID=34&no_cache=1

6

www.faw.jku.at/index.php?id=55&PROJECT_ID=106&no_cache=1 last

visit: March, 5th 2012
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4.1 Evaluation Scenarios
Below we present examples of the projects JobOlize,
TourIE, and Marlies and their evaluation results scored by
EVALIEX. The evaluation scenarios show the scoring
according to the EVALIEX methodology.
Scoring string similarity. The following examples show
the differences between scorings of string similarity on the
basis of tokens and characters.
Hypothesis Reference
Parameter
Metrics
H Höfler
HELIX

Java
developer

Höfler
HELIX 400

Java
developer

base: token,
overlap,
e = 1,
m=1
base: token,
exact,
threshold
(th) = 0.8
base: char,
contains,
e=4

Beach-Hotel
SanMarino

Hotel
SanMarino

Beach-Hotel
SanMarino

Hotel
SanMarino

base: char,
exact

43-01-888
61 64

0043-01-888
61 64

base: char,
overlap,
m=2

F = 1.0
ERR = 0.0
SER = 0.0
F = 1.0
ERR = 0.0
SER = 0.0
F = 0.0
ERR = 1.0
SER = 1.0
F = 1.0
ERR = 0.0
SER = 0.0

Scoring similarity of numeric values. The scoring of
numeric values is based on calculating the difference
between the hypothesis and the reference value. The
following example describes the skill level required for a
job. The threshold influences the correctness of the
hypothesis.
Hypothesis Reference
Parameter
Metrics
Level = 100

th = 0.8

F = 1.0
ERR = 0.0
SER = 0.0

Level = 80

Level = 100

th = 0.9

F = 0.0
ERR = 1.0
SER = 1.0

Ltd.

list of synonyms
available, contains
reference

F = 1.0
ERR=0.0
SER=0.0

private
company
limited by
shares

Ltd.

list of synonyms
available, does not
contain reference

F = 0.0
ERR=1.0
SER=1.0

Filling variations and scoring. The following examples
illustrate the effect of different approaches to slot filling.
Hypothesis Reference
Parameter
Metrics

F = 1.0
ERR = 0.0
SER = 0.0

Level = 80

private
company
limited by
shares

developer

developer
(f/m),
developer

OAS

F = 1.0
ERR = 0.0
SER = 0.0

developer

developer
(f/m),
developer

OAOD

F = 0.67
ERR = 0.33
SER = 0.5

Considering nested templates. The final example
illustrates the evaluation of nested templates. The first
template “address” incorporates the “country” template (=
nested template). The first evaluation, which takes the
country template into account, results in better scoring
metrics than the second one, which evaluates the country
template separately.
Hypothesis Reference
Parameter
Metrics
Mainstr 31
NY 10019
USA
Bakerstr 12
NY 10019
USA
Mainstr 31
NY 10019
USA
Bakerstr 12
NY 10019
USA

Mainstr 31
NY 10019
USA

address,
allowed
values = 1

F = 0.67
ERR = 0.48
SER = 0.95

Mainstr 31
NY 10019
USA

Address,
allowed
values = 1

F = 0.33
ERR = 0.73
SER = 1.45

4.2 Comparison with other Evaluation Tools
Scoring semantic similarity. Additional synonym lists
influence the correctness of the hypothesis.
Hypothesis Reference Parameter
Metrics
private
company
limited by
shares

Ltd.

list of synonyms
not available

F = 0.0
ERR=1.0
SER=1.0

Table 1 presents a comparison of EVALIEX with these
widely used evaluation tools: GATE’s Annotation Diff Tool,
Ellagon, and ANNALIST. The following criteria were
considered for the evaluation:
 Scoring base: What is the system’s input ?
 Comparison of extraction results and comparison of
offset: How are the extracted results compared?
 Selection of templates: Is it possible to select individual
templates in the evaluation process?
 Nested templates: Is it possible to use nested templates
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Scoring base
Comparison of
extraction results
Comparison of offset
Selection of templates
Nested templates
Semantic similarity
String similarity
Filler variation
Mapping rules
Allowed fillers
Parameter: weighting
of measures
Parameter: weighting
of template
Significance
Evaluation metrics
Interface
Export

GATE

Ellagon

ANNALIST

EVALIEX

corpus, 2 documents
offset, attributes

corpus
offset, attributes

corpus, documents
offset, values

corpus, documents
values

exact, overlap
all, individual

exact, overlap
individual, multiple

exact, overlap
all

no

no

no

all, multiple,
individual
yes
synonyms
Jaccard-coefficient
OAS, OAOD, OADS
exact, contains,
overlap
yes
F-measure, templates,
error
type,
Jaccard-coefficient
yes

exact, contains,
overlap
F-measure

offset

-

exact, contains,
overlap
F-measure,
substitution error

-

-

recall, precision,

recall, precision,

recall, precision,

F-measure

F-measure

F-measure

GUI
HTML

GUI
-

Command line
TXT

recall,
precision,
F-measure, E, ERR,
SER
GUI
HTML

Table 1: Comparison of Selected Evaluation Systems.
in the hypothesis template?
methodology for measuring the performance of an IE system
 Semantic and string similarity: Are there any
– is very challenging. It involves (i) the study of relevant
measures/possibilities available to consider string and
literature in the area of scoring metrics, (ii) a comprehensive
semantic similarity?
analysis of state-of-the-art evaluation tools, and (iii) an
 Filler variation: Is it possible to select the approach to
anlaysis of the requirements based on past experience and
extracting slot fillers (OAS, OAOD, OADS)?
current IE projects. The work comprises the adaptation and
 Mapping rules: How are the hypothesis and the
extension of existing scoring metrics, a reimplementation of
reference templates mapped? Which rules are
published (cf. general greedy algorithm) and an integration
implemented in the various systems?
of existing algorithms.
 Allowed fillers: Is it possible to constrain the slot fillers
Developing such a methodology and a tool that builds upon
permitted?
it requires continuous revision and refinement, which forms
 Parameter weighting of measures, parameter
an inherent part of our future research work.
weighting of slot significance: Is it possible to
Some issues that arose while standardizing the IE evaluation
influence the slot significance?
process and that constitute, in part, future work are:
 Evaluation metrics: Which scoring metrics are
Determining boundaries. The rules for determining the
implemented (e.g., F-measure, precision, SER)
boundaries of hypothesis and reference templates must be
 Interface: Which interface is available (e.g., GUI)?
refined. In the current EVALIEX version the user can either
 Export: Which kind of export is available? In which
select a token or a character as the basis for the comparison.
format is the output stored (e.g., HTML, TXT)?
In the mapping both variants are often required, for instance,
when evaluating the extracted names of an accommodation.
5. Lessons Learned & Future Work
The following example illustrates the current shortcoming:
Hypothesis Reference
Parameter
Result
The work reported in this paper aims to provide a
methodology for evaluating information extraction results
Beach-Hotel Hotel
base: token
not correct
that is flexible and effective and enables a fair and reliable
base: char,
Beach-Hotel Hotel
correct
comparison of rules and machine-learned models used in IE
m=4
systems. In order to achieve this goal, first a methodology
base: token,
based on long-term practical experience in IE was devised,
Hotel Hofer Hofer
correct
m=1
and second a tool that incorporates the standardized IE
Versioning. The current version of EVALIEX provides
methodology was developed.
versioning only in a very simple form. Different versions of
The overall goal – creating a domain-independent
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reference-hypothesis
comparisons
with
different
parameterizations can be displayed in the visualization tab
of the tool. More comprehensive version tracking is needed
to provide, for example, (i) deeper insight into errors (e.g.,
to identify constantly missing slot values and (ii) more
statistics on errors or improvements achieved.
Visualization of different versions. EVALIEX provides
only one chart for visualizing the scored metrics. For an
upcoming version, more detailed forms of visualization are
planned, for instance, visualization of various tests and
evaluations over a longer period, which represents the
effectiveness of changes in manually coded rules.
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